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My Client and Their Challenge
For the past five years, I have been involved
with a national pre-engineering education
program called Project Lead The Way
(PLTW). PLTW started in the New York Partnership
State's Shenendehowa School District (near America's
Albany) in the 1980s. The high school
technology program gained financial support,
and grew into the national program that it is
today. The original PLTW education model consisted ofone middle school course
(Gateway to Technology) and five full-year high school classes (Introduction to
Engineering Design, Digital Electronics, Principles ofEngineering, Computer Integrated
Manufacturing Systems, and Engineering Design and Development). This model is
currently expanding with the development of three new full-year high school courses in
Aerospace, Bioengineering, and Architecture.
My first contact with one my clients, Mr. Richard Blaise (PLTW Executive Director),
took place during July of 1998. 1 was part of the first group of teachers to participate in
the first-ever PLTW Summer Training Institute (STI) at RIT. RIT went on to become the
National PLTW Training Center and has held 4-week and 6-week summer training
sessions ever since. With the exception of the Gateway to Technology class, I have
completed training in all five 2-week/75-hour high school training courses. I was hired by
PLTW three years ago as a technical consultant and developed resource materials for the
Computer IntegratedManufacturing Systems (CIMS) class. Also, I was selected and have
served asMaster Teacher (STI instructor) for two ofthe five high school summer training
courses. When it came time to develop a capstone project, there was no question in my
mind that PLTW would serve as my client. I know their commitment to quality
education, and they know the quality ofmy work and my commitment to PLTW. Initial
contact regarding the Capstone Project took place in October of2002 in a letter to my
other client, Tom White (PLTW Director ofTechnology):
Tom,
Wouldyou have aproject that is worthy ofthe title of "Masters Thesis Project.
"
I have to come up with aproblem anda client in the very nearfuture, write
aproposal, have it approved, and registerfor the Capstone Project class.
Brett Handley
Tuesday, October 22, 2002
Brett,
At the moment, the best use ofyour time would be to design aprojectfor the
CIMclass thatwouldpull together the Fischertek, the mill and robot. The
ability to create an entire work cell and document it is the direction that the
course should take . . .
Tom White
PLTWDirector ofTechnology
Project Lead the Way
Wednesday, October 23, 2002
The Capstone Project: A Closer Look
My initial project idea revolved around the concept ofa FlexibleManufacturing System
(FMS), which is currently taught as a chapter unit in the CIMS class. A simple FMS
consists ofan automated part storage and retrieval system (ASRS), a material handling
system (MHS) such as a robot, and workstations (usually CNC machines) that are
connected to each other by an information network and coordinated by computer control.
FMS is a manufacturing concept that almost totally automates the production process of
workpieces whose characteristics and features are similar enough to be produced on
standard CNC equipment such as lathes and milling machines. Its benefits include
productivity that is up to three times that ofamanually operated counterpart in a stand
alone environment (commonly known as a machine shop). Increased productivity,
reduced direct labor costs and floor space, and improved product quality are but a few of
the benefits ofFMS. Presently, the CIMS students conduct two major activities that are
designed to help develop a better understanding ofan FMS and its components. The first
task involves using the Robot to feed workpieces to the CNCMill from an inclined
loading platform that is equipped with a limit switch (used to tell the robot if a workpiece
is available). The workpieces are usually blocks ofmachinable wax. The workholding
device is a pneumatic vise that comes standard with the CNC Mill. The cutting operations
may include engraving, ormilling some kind ofpattern on the top face ofthe block. The
second exercise involves designing a simulated FMS using only the Fischertechnik
modeling system, which is a backbone element in several ofthe PLTW courses. I wanted
to design a class unit that would take the activity from its current state ofsimulation to
realization. The outcomes ofthis project were to be an FMS activity for the CIMS class
that included: lesson plans, a digital slide-show presentation, technical drawings,
schematics, computer programs, homework assignments, and any designs for fixtures
needed by the FMS setup.
My clients put forth the challenge ofcreating a well-documented example project that
shows how all ofthe three automation units that are taught in the Computer Integrated
Manufacturing Systems class can interface to form an automated manufacturing
workcell. They made it clear that emphasis should be placed on integrating the
Fischertechnik modeling system (used in the Gateway To Technology, Principles of
Engineering and CIMS classes) with the other two programmable units, for which a great
deal of information has already been generated.
The Computer IntegratedManufacturing Systems (CIMS) class is taken concurrently
with the Principles ofEngineering (POE) class during the Junior year ofhigh school. The
CIMS curriculum focuses on several topics: manufacturing methods, computer numerical
control (CNC) machines and their programming language (G&M code), computer aided
design (CAD), computer aided manufacturing (CAM), robotics, automation control, and
CIM manufacturing philosophy. My clients were looking at how the CIMS class would
evolve over the coming years, and offered me the opportunity to help them create a next
step in its evolution. The capstone project ties together all ofCIMS topics through a
project-based design challenge. The experience is intended to help the students to better
realize the integrated nature ofa CIM system. The real question at the end would be, "Is
this an appropriate activity for a final CIMS class
project?"
The project would prove to be quite challenging, in that it demanded a multi-disciplinary
approach. There were electrical, mechanical, structural, and programming aspects that
affected each other, and had to work cohesively with existing equipment. The design of
three different computer programs had to allow the separate components to
"talk" back-
and-forth with each other in a process known as "hand-shaking". Documenting the work
was very difficult due to the detail involved in the multi-faceted solution.
OnDecember 2, 2002 the capstone proposal was accepted without comment or criticism.
As the process unfolded, I developed questions about the details of the project and what
my client specifically wanted fromme. Every time I talked withmy client, the challenge
seemed to become more open-ended, which gave me a level ofcreative control that I was
not expecting.
Tom,
Iwant to make sure we 're both thinking the same thing. You 're lookingfor
the 3programming languages (Scorbase, G/Mcode, andLL Win) to work
together through their communication signals to the robot controller box
...which means 3 separate computers running three separate devices. Correct
me ifI'm wrong.
...How comprehensive should thisproject/unit be? Doyou want somepart of
the system to use relay andopen collector output devices being controlled
solelyfrom the robot controller box?
Brett
Sunday, February 2, 2003
Brett,
First ofall as your client, letme be upfront and explain what I expect. Each
piece ofthe work cellyou 're creating is capable ofbeingprogrammed as an
independent unit. We already have awealth ofmaterial on that. What I am
after is to have someone (you) show how they allfit together. I envision a
section controlling solid state relays (or equivalent)from the robot controller.
In an actual lights out setup, all the setups tie together, communicate and
respond to information supplied by the various
computers.
Ifyou don 't have roomfor the slide base, that is
not aproblem. As long as the robot is working
with the mill and the Fischer is being used as a
transport mechanism, the slide base is not
necessary. I am more interested in the
communicationpiece.
Ifyou have any other questions, just ask.
Tom White
Sunday, February 2, 2003
Equipment
There are three major components that make
up the automated work cell. These are:
Figure 1
Robot andWork Envelope
1) Esched Scorbot ER4-PC robot (see Figure 1).
2) Intelitek ProLight 1000 CNC vertical milling machine (see Figure 2)
3) Fischertechnik modeling system (see Figure 3)
Figure 2 Figure 3
Side View ofCNC Mill Example Fischertechnik Model
Alone, each ofthese devices/systems has a multitude ofresource material that has been
generated and made available through the Resource CDs that PLTW gives to its teachers.
However, no one had ever developed resource materials that shows what it takes to have
all three systems work together.
Foundation Work: What's Been Done Before
Three years ago, I was commissioned by PLTW to create a PowerPoint lesson that
detailed the
"hand-shaking"
process between the Robot and the CNC Mill. This
presentation gave a general definition ofthe term
"hand-shaking,"
redefined the protocol
for Robot/Mill communication using an example task and program flowcharts, and
demonstrated specific G&M codes and Robot program statements used for controlling
and sensing input/output (I/O) signals to and from the two devices. The presentation
proved useful when developing the flowcharts between the three devices. Much of the
thinking behind the protocol had already been done, whichmade the debugging phase
much simpler than it had been when I created the
"hand-shaking"
presentation project.
John Pierce is a fellow PLTW
technology teacher (and Master
Teacher) at West Hill High
School in Syracuse, NY. John
developed a PowerPoint
presentation called "Interfacing
Fischertechnik with the Eshed
Robot."
John's presentation
stated the I/O capabilities, and
electrical specifications and
warnings associated with
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Figure 4
Front Panel of the Robot Controller
idea of surge protection by showing an example isolation circuit which usesMOS
technology (MOS circuitry is prone to destruction from electro static discharge and was
not used in the project). According to John, the circuit was later found to be
nonfunctional. His presentation offered an example analog input application which gave
the robot the ability to sort small colored transparent plastic plates using a Fischertechnik
light sensor (photoresistor). Finally, Johnwas also able to demonstrate specific Robot
programming commands that allow the Robot to sense and manipulate I/O devices
attached to the Robot Controller. This informationwas helpful, in that it made me aware
ofthe fact that no matter how rugged and simple the Robot Controller interface was
designed to be, it still had limits that could prove costly if surpassed. Not all of the
Fischertechnik output devices fall within the electrical limits of the Robot Controller.
Some draw more current than is allowed.
It had already been established that the Robot Controller functions like a hub for the
ingoing and outgoing signals. The outputs on the Robot Controller can only be
manipulated by the Robot's software program, so direct communication between the
FischertechnikModel and the CNC Mill was avoided and found to be unnecessary.
Teacher Concerns, Student Considerations & Design Constraints
The instructormust be aware of the issues that can result from this kind ofproject, before
engaging his/her students in a design challenge of this magnitude. As mentioned
previously, the current method of studying automated manufacturing workcells is to
practice the
"hand-shaking"
process between the Robot and the CNC Milk and to
simulate an FMS with the Fischertechnik modeling system. Using a modeling system
makes actual material removal impossible. Even if it were possible, the clamping forces
needed to hold the workpiece could not be generated. Creating an automated
manufacturing setup that goes beyond the realm of the simulation causes an exponential
increase in complexity. More thought is needed for an appropriate, simple and useful
product. There is a greater danger ofpersonal injury when working with cutting tools, as
well as increased risk ofdamage to the equipment. Toughermechanical and electrical
devices are needed to get the job done, which may lead to areas of study outside the
CIMS curriculum. Greater detail is needed in the design ofthese auxiliary devices,
because actual forces will be encountered that must be anticipated and counteracted.
Greater detail results in increased complexity, which increases the likelihood ofmistakes
and failure. Detail requires greater amounts of time (both in and outside ofclass), and
continuous trouble-shooting. With all of these factors coupled together, the frustrations
that are experienced can run very high, along with anxiety and the fear ofdamaging the
existing equipment.
Adults tend to forget that good design comes from experience, which comes from bad
design. Useful technical knowledge takes years to develop. With a project like this,
inexperienced students are expected to produce good designs in a fraction of that time. A
teacher might be tempted to step in and solve the problems that act as major roadblocks
to the
students'
progress. This can be very damaging to the overall experience and can
hinder the development of the
students'
problem-solving skills. The students must be
highly skilled, mature, self-disciplined, and able to communicate and function
successfully in a team situation. Without these attributes, a project such as this would not
happen.
The project constraints would be outlined by the instructor in the form ofa list, which
would be added to by the students as the details of the problem are encountered
throughout the design process. As a capstone thesis project, the first constraint was
PLTW's wants and needs. Another equally important constraint was the need to see the
project through the eyes of teachers all across the country. A
"worst-case-scenario"
with
respect to space was one ofthe first considerations. Not all teachers have large
classrooms with unlimited table surfaces to support expansive workcell designs. The
Robot comes with a slide base, that allows
the geometry of the robot's work envelope
to be extruded over a length of
approximately five feet. The slide base
option was intentionally removed due to
the fact that it requires a greater amount of
space, and because the auxiliary location
points outside of the Robot's stationary
work envelope can not be
"taught"
(input
ofX, Y, Z, roll and pitch values without
the need to move the robot). Auxiliary
location points must be
"recorded"
(manually moving the robot to a desired
location and capturing the coordinate
information for that location point
automatically). Recording points requires
less preplanning on the part ofthe
designer, and makes documenting and
replicating the results much more difficult.
The result is a Robot that is affixed to the table surface (see Figure 5), and located to the
left ofthe CNC Mill.
Figure 5
Workcell Setup withMinimum Space
Requirements
Figure 6
Side View of the Robot Work
Other important constraints deal with the work
envelopes of the CNC Mill and the Robot.
Figure 1 shows the top view of the Robot's
work envelope. Figure 6 shows what the side
view ofthe work envelope looks like. When
fully extended horizontally, the Robot can reach
a distance of24 inches. The Robot is attached to
a table, so any volume of space under the robot
that lies within its work envelope would not be
usable. There is a wall located directly behind
the Robot along with the table edge, which
makes that space unusable as well.
The Robot's pincers move parallel to each other, and are able to open 3 inches total
(when the finger plates are removed). The Robot can
hold a weight ofno more than 4.6 pounds. This limits
the weight of the rawmaterial. Even though the end
effector can pitch up and down and has the ablity to
rotate 360 degrees, the limitations involved with
acquiring and setting an object squarely on a flat
surface has a tremendous effect on the geometry of




















One is not limited to using the end
effector as is. Each ofthe robot
pincer fingers have two interface
holes, throughwhich a fastener could
be used to secure a fixture or some
other type ofdevice that makes
manipulating the workpiece
easier (see Figure 8).
The CNC Mill has a work envelope
that stretches 12 inches in the X-axis, 6 inches in the Y-axis, and 9 inches in the Z-axis
(see Figure 9). The workpiece is attached to the table, which moves with the X and Y
axes. The spindle and cutting tool move along the Z-axis. The length of the cutting tool
further reduces the height of the work envelope. Some of the CIMS labs have CNCs that
are equipped with an
automatic tool
changer (ATC),
which also takes away
from the size ofthe
work envelope.
The fact that the
Robot is positioned to
the left ofthe CNC
Mill, and must feed
raw material from that
side also reduces the
size of the work
envelope in the X-
x- Y"
Figure 9
CNC Mill Work Axes




The robot also has limitations with respect to acquiring objects that are located on the
table surface. If the end effector (robot hand) is pitched down (fingers perpendicular to
the table surface), then the workpiece cannot be acquired if it is located more than 15.75
inches from the center ofthe robot (as shown by the smaller diameter arc in Figure 10).
Depending on geometry of the Fischertechnik model (which is to be used as the
storage/retrieval module in the FMS), this could further reduce the Robot work envelope.
Documenting the work of the capstone project was a major requirement. However,
creating a solution that could be replicated by another PLTW teacher from anywhere in
the US was a major constraint. This meant using either nationally located and/or internet
based retail suppliers. Companies such as RadioShack and Home Depot are located
within close range to almost every major city in the US, and also supply their
merchandise online. Other companies that were used, such as DigiKey, can be accessed
through the internet. Local one-of-a-kind stores that provide convenient access to
specialized parts at comparable (or better) prices were avoided.
The Fischertechnik modeling system has evolved considerably since its introduction to
the Toy industry in the late 1960s. Hundreds (ifnot thousands) ofdifferent parts have
been designed and sold over the past 30 years, many ofwhich have been discontinued
and can no longer be purchased. PLTW requires that a CIMS class be supplied with a
specific inventory ofcurrently available Fischertechnik parts. My classroom collection
extends beyond the required parts list. These extra parts could not be used in a design that




















Close-up ofthe Digital Interfaces and
Status LEDs on the Robot Controller
The functionality and
electrical limits associated
with the Robot Controller
were perhaps the toughest
of all of the constraints.
The Robot Controller has
two types of I/O: Digital
and Analog. Since digital
I/O is most commonly





project focused solely on
interfacing digital I/O
devices. Digital is divided into two categories: input and output (see Figure 11). The
Robot Controller has eight digital inputs. Inputs 1 and 2 are connected to the CNCMill
upon installation, and are used to receive commumcation signals from the CNC Mill
during the
"hand-shaking"
process. Common applications that have already been
demonstrated by others in the PLTW resource development team include interfacing limit
switches and phototransistors (light activated switches). A new application that would be
developed through this capstone project would be the utilization of the digital inputs to
receive a commumcation signal from a Fischertechnik computer program. Though the
digital inputs could be connected to outside power sources and signals, this optionwas
avoided. The polarity of the digital input signal is critical, and could be easily switched
by mistake. Thus, a constraint of limiting the power supply used in conjunction with the
digital inputs to the actual power source within the Robot Controller was established.
This means that the Robot Controller would be supplying its own input signal. The Robot
Controller will not overload its own circuitry like an outside power supply can. What this
means is a wire connected to digital input (DI) terminal #8 could be connected to a digital
input ground terminal (such as DI terminal #9) to supply the necessary power and turnDI
#8 ON. Interupting and controlling that power signal using auxiliary electrical devices
and outside electrical signals (such as the bi-directional output signal from the
Fischertechnik interface) would be part of the design challenge.
As mentioned earher, some of the electrical Fischertechnik output devices draw more
current than is allowed. Other auxiliary devices (such as a vacuum cleaner) require forms
ofelectricity that cannot be directly connected to the Robot Controller. Ifdamaged, the
printed circuit (PC) board inside the Robot Controller can be replaced for a little more
than $700. Recognizing that I come from a far more affluent community than some of the
other PLTW school districts in the US, $700 constitutes approximately one-sixth ofmy
yearly budget for equipment, supplies, field trips, text books, and contractual agreements
with retail service providers. My classroom budget is established six months before it is
included in the School District's total budget, and voted on by the local community. If the
budget is passed, it is another three months before any of the ordered goods or services is
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seen in the classroom. Typically, all budget monies must be spent by Christmas time, or
they are confiscated and used for other purposes in the SchoolDistrict. An activity such
as this (if the CIMS class is taught as a full-year course) would not happen until the last
ten weeks ofthe course. Ifthe electronics inside the Robot Controller were damaged, it
could be over a year before a replacement PC board could be ordered and installed, thus
severely effecting the current CIMS curriculum that involves the Robot. Methods of
protection/isolationwould have to be designed.
The digital outputs (DO) are divided into two
categories: Relay Outputs (RO) and Open Collector
Outputs (OCO). A relay is a simple electro
mechanical device that uses electricity to create a
magnetic field, which in turn causes two electrical
contacts to touch and close a circuit (see Figure 12).
A relay can also be setup so that the magnetic field
will break the connection between two normally
touching electrical contacts. The Robot Controller
has four ROs. Each RO has three electrical contacts:
normally open, common, and normally closed. RO
#1 is connected to the CNCMill upon installation.
Previous resource material demonstrated the control
ofan auxiliary DC motor using an RO. The
electrical ratings for the RO is a maximum of30
volts and a maximum current of 1 .5 amps. The
capstone project would see the development ofnew
applications ofthe digital ROs which included: control of 120 VAC/10 amp auxiliary
output devices, and commumcation signal capability to the Fischertechnik control
program. The electrical ratings served as constraints that defined the parameters for the
design ofan auxiliary interface used to protect the Robot Controller and extend its
controllability.
The OCOs function much like a transistor, whichmeans electric signal polarity is very
important. There are four OCOs on the Robot Controller. Each OCO has amaximum
current rating of0.5 amps, with a maximum current draw of 1 .5 amps when all four are
active. The OCO has a maximum voltage of24 VDC. Common (and safe) applications of
the OCO are the control ofauxiliary Fischertechnik output devices such as the
non-
focused beam light (which draws 0. 12 amps) and the buzzer (which draws 0.02 amps). A
Fischertechnik motor nmning on 9 VDC and under a load that approaches its stall torque
will draw almost 1 amp, which is beyond the maximum load ofthe OCO. Output devices
that use coils to generate magnetic fields (such as amotor, solenoid, or the relay
mentioned previously) produce a reverse voltage when de-energized, which can damage
the OCO. Ofall the digital I/Os, the OCO can be the most easily damaged. Again, the
electrical ratings served as constraints that defined the parameters for the design of an
auxiliary interface that would protect the Robot Controller and allow coil and non-coil





Money is almost always a major constraint in any design challenge. Some components of
the workcell project were designed to be universal (intended to be built by teachers
and/or their students). Other parts were intended to be individual (not meant for
replication and serving as an example ofwhat could be done), and relied heavily on my
individual skills and connections. For these designs, cost was not a consideration. For the
universal parts of the project, keeping the
costs down was always a priority.
The Project Solution
Though technically not as challenging, the
selection ofa product tookmuch time and ^
thought. For the purpose ofkeeping the
workcell simple, the product had to be
simple in design, small, light weight, easy
to transport, easy to work hold, and easy to
manufacture. To try to make the product
as realistic as possible, the design had to
be low cost, and serve some function. The ability to customize the product was also
desired. The result was the ornament pictured above. Such a design would require only
one fixture and could be manufactured with one or two cutting tools (depending on
whether engraving was desired). This is perhaps the most important decision in the whole
process, because the product will determine the complexity of the rest of the workcell
components.
Aside from the design of the workpiece, the design of the parts of the workcell can be




















position and work-holding fixture, graphic and mechanical accessories, electrical
interfaces, pneumatic circuit, computer programs, and a video documentary.
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The FischertechnikModel (see Figure 13) serves as a storage facility for rawmaterial,
workpiece separator, and workpiece presenter. The 3.75 x 3.75 x 0.125 inch thick
five-
layer birch plywood plates are stacked horizontally in the hopper. A light located above
the stack and phototransistor located below the stack constantly check the status of the
hopper to see ifraw material is still available. If the hopper runs out ofraw material, then
the systemwill stop, wait for the user to fill the hopper, and continue operation once the
user presses the "Hopper
Filled"
switch. The workpiece shuttle moves back and forth
along a track. It seperates the bottom plate from the rest ofthe stack and pushes it to the
presentation location. Two switches
located at the beginning and end of
the track serve as shuttle travel limits
and signal the computer program to
turn offthe shuttle motor. The user
can halt the operation ofthe model at
any time by pressing the
"E-Stop"
(Emergency) switch. Once this is




pressed. The model is comprised of
only those Fischertechnik parts that
can be found on the official required
equipment list for the PLTW CIMS
class. This means that every CIMS
class throughout the nation should
have the parts necessary to build the
model (see Figure 14). Inventor CAD
models ofall of the components and
the final assembly were created and
Part# Qty Part# Qty
31011 5 37272 l
31060 22 37351 3
31226 7 37457 1
31330 5 37468 16
31336 8 37783 5
31337 8 37875 1
31982 6 38240 2
32064 4 38241 9
32293 1 38242 6
32879 32 38244 7
32880 2 38246 11
32881 8 38423 3





3 Types ofParts: 30
37238 5







burned onto CD-ROM for the purpose of
replication.
The model is precisely positioned on a
200mm x 400mm plywood base plate (see
Figure 15). Four holes drilled into the plate
interface with the nibs on the ends of the
Fischertechnik building blocks, which make
up the legs of the model (see Figure 16). The
base plate has a layer of
"griptape"
(abrasive
paper coated with adhesive on the non-
abrasive side) on the bottom face to keep it
from sliding on the table in front of the
Robot. Electrical bus strips are affixed to the




Fischertechnik Model Base Plate
13
2 4003 [61 12 mm]
-
the workcell without
removing the wires from
the individual components
on the. The Base Plate
allows the Fischertechnik
Model to be precisely
positioned within the
Robot's work envelope,
which ensures that the pick
up point on the workpiece
will always be in the same
place. If any ofthe
components in the workcell
are accidently moved, then
the workcell accuracy will
be diminished, or the
workcell may be unable to function at all.
- 15.748 [400.00mml-
- 11 2S69 (288 94 mm]
-
2 2808 [57 93 it -00 221 TO 500x4
1 6870 [42 85 mm]
c
Figure 16




the passageway decreases. This causes the air to move
faster, resulting in an increase in dynamic pressure
(pressure exerted in the direction of flow). As
dynamic pressure increases, static pressure (pressure
exerted outward and perpendicular to the direction of
flow) decreases. The pressure of the atmosphere in
the room pushes air into the valve (through a suction
cup that is connect to its bottom port), where it joins
the compressed airstream, thus generating a suction or
vacuum. The adapter plates (see Figure 1 9) connect
the vacuum generator assembly to the Robot.
Retrieving and accurately placing a flat plate on
the worktable of the CNC Mill is an awkward task
for type ofend effector available on the Robot. It
was decided that a vacuum system (see Figure 17)
would be the quickest way to move the
workpiece, and would help simplify the design of
the fixture system to be used on the CNC Mill.
The $32.00 vacuum generator system (which does
not include the cost of the adapter plates or
machine screws) uses no moving parts. The main
component of the system, the vacuum generator
(see Figure 18), uses the venturi effect to create a
suction. As compressed air flows through the
valve, the
Figure 18









































It was realized early on in the project that the workpiece Fixture Plate (see Figure 20),
and clamping systems would be expensive and is intended to be an individual (instead of
universal) piece of the workcell project. It was also realized that an outside power source
and control system (pneumatic) would probably be needed, that the design of the system
would require much time and effort in both detail design and fabrication, and that it
would have the greatest likelihood of failure. All of this was true.
The aluminum Fixture Plate shares the same depth dimension as the CNC table (see
Figure 22 on the following page), whichmakes it very easy to mount square with the
CNC table's X/Y axes. Four strap clamp slots are used to secure the Fixture Plate to the
table. The cutter recess pocket was milled into the plate to allow the cutter (endmill) to
cut through the workpiece material without contacting the Fixture Plate. The locator pins




A pneumatic Locator Clamp (see Figure 21) was designed to push the workpiece to the
correct coordinate location before the milling
process begins. It is comprised ofa small pneumatic
cylinder, air fitting, pinch block and specially
designed aluminum V-Block attachment (see Figure
23). The Locator Clamp fits in the locator clamp
channel on the Fixture Plate, and is held in place by
two machine screws that pass through the pinch
block. Once the Robot transports the workpiece
from the Fischertechnik Model to the Fixture Plate,
the locator clamp pushes the workpiece up against
the three lA inch diameter locator pins and waits for
the Plate Clamp to engage. When the workpiece has























The aluminum Clamp Plate (see
Figure 24) is attached to a
De-
Sta-Co pneumatic clamp and is
designed to hold the workpiece
plate to the workpiece support
platform. The geometry of the
clamp plate matches the
geometry of the workpiece
platform on the Fixture Plate (see
Figure 25). This was done so that
upon interfacing the Clamp Plate
and the pneumatic clamp, any
misalignment would be easily
visible. The 0.1935 inch diameter
circles function as clearance
holes for machine screws, which
hold the Clamp Plate down
during its manufacture. They
have no function beyond the
manufacturing phase. The 1.3461
inch diameter hole gives the
programmer access to the center
of the workpiece, and allows


















Fixture Plate and Clamp Plate Geometry Detail
In a true FMS, there would be
multiple fixture plates circulating
through the workcell. The fixture
plate would be transported to the
machine (CNC) and secured to the
table using a clamping system. When
the machining operation is finished,
the fixture plate (together with the
workpiece) is removed and sent to
the next machine, or sent back to a
load/unload station for removal of
the workpiece from the pallet. It was
decided that this method was
impractical for the resources
available in the CIMS class, and
would significantly complicate the
project. Therefore, securing the Fixture Plate permanently to the table (see Figure 26) of
the CNC takes part of the
"flexibility"
out of the FMS. However, an FMS is flexible for
several reasons. A CNC
machine is able to digitally
acquire, store and execute
(though only one at a time) a
tremendous number of
programs. Having the ability
to pre-program and
automatically acquire (via an
ATC) multiple cutting tools
to be used in the execution of




flexibility. The ability ofthe ^^\y^ Fixture plate Assembly
CNC to perform numerous
types ofmachining
operations and produce an almost infinite variety ofgeometries without extra setup or




















Origin OffsetWindow in the
CNC Control Software
Once affixed to the CNC table, the
Fixture Plate need not be removed.
This permanence allows the
programmer to take advantage of the
origin offset features built into the
CNCMill control software by way of
the G54 through G59 codes (see
Figure 27). For example, before the
Robot acquires the raw material from
the FischertechnikModel, the CNC
table must be moved out of the way.
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Bymaking the CNC's machine home one ofthe origins (such as G54), the CNC program
can be setup to recognize the G54 origin and move there. The load/unload location ofthe
CNC table extends into the Robot's work envelope and is located 12 inches away (in the
positive X-axis direction) from the machine home. This load/unload location can be setup
as another origin (such as G55). When setup to recognize the G55 origin, the CNC can
position itself in the load/unload location by moving to the new X0,Y0,Z0 point. When
the workpiece is locked into the Fixture Plate, the workpiece origin can be measured
from a known location (machine home location). The X/Y/Z values are recorded in a
journal and the information is used to setup another origin offset (such as G56). Once the
workpiece is ready to be machined, the CNC is setup to recognize the G56 origin and
executes the cutter movements relative to the workpiece datum. Unfortunately, when the
CNC system is powered down, all origin offset information is erased and must be reset
once the system is rebooted.
As was seen in Figures 1, 5 and 10, atop view Robot work envelope grid was created in
AutoCAD, printed on a four color inkjet printer, laminated, cut to size, aligned with the
Robot's X/Y axes, and secured to the work table. The grid sheet allowed the exact
placement oftheModel Base Plate in the Robot's work envelope. The grid is not limited
to the ornament workcell and can be used in future workcell designs, or in earlier
instructional Robot activities. Without a doubt, creating and installing the Robot work




The rnacliining process used to create the ornament
generates waste in the form of sawdust and scrap pieces of
plywood. If this waste is not removed it will cause the next
workpiece to be improperly oriented. The result may be an
unacceptable finished product, or even a dangerous
working condition. It was decided that a vacuum cleaner
would be the easiest way to remove the waste material. A
vacuum hose is flexible, and requires some form ofrigid
support. In order for the support system to function
properly, several conditions had to be satisfied. The support




safety shield on the CNCMill. The hose must
not be dislocated due to impact with the
Fixture Plate. There are fourM4x.7 threaded
holes located on both sides of the CNC
spindle head (see Figure 28). Plastic brackets
were designed to interface with these holes
(see Figure 29), and satisfied the three
conditions. Unfortunately, the vacuum system




In order for the vacuum cleaner to turn ON and OFF
automatically, its electrical system had to be tied to
one of the Robot Controller's digital outputs. The
vacuum cleaner runs on 125 VAC, which is not
compatible with the DC current supplied by the
Robot Controller. On top of this, the vacuum
cleaner draws far more current than the maximum
amperage ratings on any ofthe Robot Controller's
digital outputs. This dictated the design ofan
electrical interface (see Figure 30) that could be
controlled by a smallDC electrical signal. The
power for the signal (9 VDC) would be supplied by
the Fischertechnik I/O control interface. The
automated control ofthe signal would come from
one of the Robot Controller's relay outputs. The
$40 interface (formally called an Electro-
Mechanically Isolated DC/AC Robot Relay Output
Control Interface withManual Override) is one of
the universal elements of the project, and is made
up of the following components:
1 - plastic project enclosure box
1 - SPST 120 VAC/10 amp rocker switch
2 - insulated banana jacks
2 - flexible banana plugs
4 - PC board terminals
1 - panel-mount fuse holder
1 1.5 amp 5x20mm fuse
1 - SPST toggle switch
1-15 amp/125 VAC outlet
1 - 4-pin female microphone connector
1 - 4-pin male microphone connector
1-12 VDC input 120 VAC/10 amp output SPDT
PC relay
1 - 3-prong standard extension cord
1 - 3-prong standard male end
1 - single sided 2 x 3.75 inch copper clad board
4 - #6 spade tongue terminals
20 gauge hook-up wire (black, green, and red)
24 gauge audio cable
Figure 30
Internal Components of the
Vacuum Cleaner Interface
The bridge between the gold screw terminals on one side of the 15 amp/125 VAC outlet
is removed. The female end of the extension cord is removed and replacedwith the 3-
prong standard male end, thus producing a
dual male-end extension cord. One end of the
new extension cord is plugged into a standard wall outlet. The other end is plugged into






VDC power source terminals on
the I/O interface are connected
(respectively) to the red and black
banana jacks on the interface box.
The wires from the microphone
jack are connected to the Robot
Controller's relay output (common
and normally open terminals).
When the Robot's control software
turns the relay output ON, the 9
VDC signal energizes the coil
inside the PC relay. This causes the
120 VAC/10 amp contacts inside
the PC relay to touch, thus
completing the vacuum cleaner's









Aside from the PC relay, the printed circuit board
(see Figure 32) holds no other electronic
components. The PC board terminals are used for
the purpose ofmaking the assembly easier. It is
important to note that jumper wires must be used
(as shown by the green and black lines in the
illustration) to connect the components that make
up the 120 VAC circuit. The copper lines on the
printed circuit board are not thick enough to
handle the amount ofcurrent that is drawn by the
vacuum cleaner.
The project enclosure is made up oftwo components: the lid and the box (shown below).
Both pieces require machining (see Figures 33 and 34) operations to allow all of the










Note: Internal vertical slats are removed
















It should be noted that the dual male-end extension cord is dangerous and can cause an
electric shock ifhandled improperly. To make sure this never happens, the interface
should be disconnected from the wall power source first, instead of from the outlet on the
interface box.
As was mentioned previously, the sending ofcommunication signals back and forth
between the Robot and CNC Mill has been known and practiced for several years. If the
Robot Controller functions as the brain of the workcell, then any other automated device
(the FischertechnikModel in this case) must communicate with the Robot (as opposed to
the CNC Mill) in a similar fashion. There is a difference between communicating with
another control software and controlling auxiliary output devices. Ifa Fischertechnik
motor is connected only to an open collector output on the Robot Controller, then the
motor would be an auxiliary output device. It should be noted that such a motor would be
non-reversing. Auxiliary output device are under the direct control from no other system
other than the Robot Controller. Some of the I/O devices on the FischertechnikModel are
tied directly to the Robot Controller. These devices include: the hopper light, the hopper
light sensor (phototransistor), and the "Hopper
Full"
switch. The vacuum cleaner would
also be considered an auxiliary output. The
Scorbase software program tells the Robot
Controller which outputs to turn ON and
OFF, and at what time to do so. The
remaining I/O devices on the Fischertechnik
Model (shuttle motor, start switch, stop
switch, front and rear shuttle limit switches)
are tied only to the Fischertechnik software
program (Lucky Logic for Windows 3.03 or
LLWin 3.03). The two software programs






and the Fischertechnik control software,
one might think that the obvious solution would be to send an output signal from the












Controller. Unfortunately, the solution is not that simple. As mentioned earlier, the digital
inputs on the Robot Controller are polarity sensitive. The outputs on the Fischertechnik
Interface are bi-directional (meaning the polarity can be reversed via software control). If
the wrong polarity is used by accident, the circuit board inside the Robot Controller can
be damaged. Therefore, a second type of interface unit was designed to allow the safe
communication ofan electrical signal from the Fischertechnik interface to the Robot
Controller (see Figure 36). The device is formally called an Electro-Mechanically
Isolated Robot Digital Input Interface withManual Override, but will be referred to as the
Fischertechnik Signal Interface. Until now, no means ofcommumcation had been
available to allow the two systems to
"hand-shake."
This $15 interface is another universal element ofthe project, and is made up of the
following components:
1 - plastic project enclosure box
1 - DPDT toggle switch








12 VDC 1050 ohm SPST reed relay
#6 spade tongue terminals
Fischertechnik flat plugs (one green, one red)
single sided 1.875 x 1.125 inch copper clad board
The DPDT toggle switch changes the circuit from computer control mode to manual
override mode. Once in manual override mode, the SPST toggle switch is used to turn the
communication signal ON and OFF. The Fischertechnik Signal Interface is polarity































inside the relay, and a magnetic field will still be generated. The interface is also
connected to the 9 VDC power supply on the Fischertechnik Interface (see Figure 37).
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This provides the power for the manual override signal which is useful during the
trouble-shooting phase of the workcell design. When a signal is sent via manual or
computer control, the bipolar LED will light. This tells the user that the interface is
sending a signal to the Robot Controller. The circuit works by having the Robot
Controller send itself a signal. The communication signal starts at one ofthe eight digital
inputs and stops at the relay inside the Fischertechnik Signal Interface. A control signal
from one of the four output terminals on the Fischertechnik Interface energizes the coil
and causes the contacts inside the relay to touch. This completes the Robot input circuit,
and electricity flows to the Robot Digital Input ground terminal. The signal is then
detected by the Robot Controller.
The rainbow ribbon is used to keep the electrical
system organized. The multi-colored/multi-strand
cable is comprised of at least ten separate insulted
wires (wider cable is also available in repeating
patterns of the ten colored wires), that can be
separated from each other, or sub-divided into
smaller groups. The following is the electrical








Printed Circuit Board for the
Fischertechnik Signal Interface
down so that the toggle switch
housings can fit within the space
available on the inside of the
project enclosure (box). A small
section on the corner ofone of
the box halves needs to be filed
down where the rainbow ribbon
enters the box. Three holes must
be drilled into the top halfof the
box (see Figure 39) to accept the
switch levers and make the LED
visible. The spade terminals are
connected to the red and green
The printed circuit board for the
Fischertechnik Signal Interface measures
only 1.875 x 1.125 inches (see Figure 38).
The connections on the bottom ofthe DPDT
toggle switch need to be carefully filed
down (they are not intended for PC board
mounting) before they will fit into the
through holes. All of the solder joints on the
bottom of the circuit board need to be filed
o o
Figure 39
Working Drawing for the Top Halfof
the Project Enclosure
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rainbow ribbonwires. The Fischertechnik flat plugs are connected to the blue and purple
ribbon wires. The yellow wire is connected to one ofthe eight available digital input
terminals on the Robot Controller, and the orange wire is connected to one ofthe four
digital input ground terminals.
Figure 40
OCO Interface
The design of the last interface (see Figure 40), which is the last universal element in the
project, looks almost identical to the Fischertechnik Signal Interface on the outside (note
the difference in the number ofwires and the different color spectrum). Though it fits in
the same sized enclosure, this circuit is far more complex. The formal name of this device
is the Opto-Isolated Open Collector Output Interface withManual Override, but will be
referred to as the OCO Interface. It is designed to protect the open collector output
circuitry inside the Robot Controller from auxiliary output devices (coil and non-coil)
that drawmore current than is allowed. The OCO Interface also gives the user the ability
to manually operate output devices such as the hopper light on the FischertechnikModel,
or the solenoid operated valves that control the pneumatic clamps on the CNC's Fixture
Plate.
The $20 Auxiliary Output Interface is made up of the following components:
1 - plastic project enclosure box
1 -TIP31NPN transistor
1 - red LED
2 -SPST toggle switch
1 - 4N33 Optoisolator DIP IC
1 - 1N4001 diode
1 - 7.5K ohm carbon film resistor
1 - 390 ohm carbon film resistor
1 - 220 ohm carbon film resistor
2 - #6 spade tongue terminals
2 - Fischertechnik flat plugs (one green, one red)









































The key to the system is the 4N33 opto-isolator chip (see Figure 41). One side ofthe chip
may be thought ofas a small flashlight. The other side of the chip may be thought ofas a
light sensitive switch. When the open collector output on the Robot Controller is turned
ON, it causes the flashlight side ofthe chip to turn ON. This in turn activates the light
sensitive switch on the other side ofthe chip. No electric signal is shared between the two
sides of the chip, but the circuit on one side still controls the circuit on the other side. If
an electrical problem occurs on one side ofthe circuit, the other side will not be affected.
Therefore, it is said that the signals are isolated. Gestures ofgreeting are analogous to the
behavior ofthis circuit. When an individual wishes to send a signal ofgreeting to another
person, he shakes that person's hand. However, the fact that there was physical contact
between the two individuals means there is no isolation. A cold or flu virus may be
passed through direct contact, just as an electrical problem can carry through to cause
problems in another circuit that it is attached to. A safer version of this situation occurs
when one individual bows his head to another, thereby offering the same signal or
message. This, too, invokes a response from the other individual. The same message was
communicated in both instances, but the second example required no physical contact.
When the light sensitive side of the chip is activated, it in turn switches the TIP31
transistor ON. This transistor can handle relatively large amounts ofcurrent (far more
than the Robot Controller's output circuitry). The 1N4001 diode provides protection from
output devices that generate magnetic fields (such as motors, relays, and solenoids).
When such output devices are turned off, the collapse of their magnetic field causes
voltage to briefly move in the opposite direction. The diode prevents this reverse voltage
from damaging the polarity sensitive components that are part ofthe circuit (like the
TIP31 transistor).
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The Fischertechnik flat plugs are connected to
the yellow and orange rainbow ribbon wires.
The spade terminals are connected to the red
and green rainbow ribbon wires. As was the
case with the Fischertechnik Signal Interface,
the OCO Interface uses rainbow ribbon cable to
keep the electrical system organized. The










The printed circuit board for the
OCO Interface also measures 1.875 x
1.125 inches (see Figure 42). All of
the solder joints on the bottom of the
circuit board need to be filed down
so that the toggle switch housings
can fit within the space available on
the inside ofthe project enclosure
(box). A small section on the corner
ofone of the box halves needs to be
filed down where the rainbow ribbon
enters the box. Three holes must be
drilled into the top halfofthe box
(see Figure 39) to accept the switch
levers and make the red LED visible.
The workcell required the following electrical interfaces:
1 - Electro-Mechanically Isolated DC/AC Robot Relay Output Control Interface with
Manual Override (Vacuum Cleaner Interface)
1 - Electro-Mechanically Isolated Robot Digital Input Interface withManual
Override (Fischertechnik Signal Interface)
4 - Opto-Isolated Open Collector Output Interfaces withManual Override (OCO
Interface)
The Robot Controller inputs and outputs
Digital Inputs:
#1 CNC Mill (already connected)
#2 CNC Mill (already connected)











were attached to the following:
Relay Outputs:
#1 CNCMill (already connected)
#2 El Input (Fischertechnik I/O Interface)*
#3 Vacuum Cleaner Interface*
#4 E2 Input (Fischertechnik I/O Interface)*
*normally open and common terminals
Open Collector Outputs:
#1 OCO Interface (Hopper Light)
#2 OCO Interface (Locator Clamp valve)
#3 OCO Interface (Plate Clamp valve)















The Fischertechnik I/O Interface's inputs and outputs were attached to the following:
O^Puts: Digital Inputs:
Ml Shuttle Motor El Robot Controller Relay Output #2
M2 Fischertechnik Signal Interface E2 Robot Controller Relay Output #4
(blue and purple wires) E3 Rear switch on Shuttle track
M3 g4 Front switch on Shuttle track





A pneumatic circuit (see Figure 44) was required to power the vacuum generator, locator
clamp, and plate clamp. The system was first designed using manually operated valves,
so the system could be debugged. When the circuit had been determined, an identical air





tested in diagnostic mode. The two circuits were merged, which gave the user the ability
to select either manual or computer control. Pneumatic control valves (manual and
electrical) are expensive, and can easily drive the cost ofa workcell to a level that is
beyond the financial means ofan instructor. This is another reason why the pneumatic
system (with the exception of the vacuum generator) is an individual component ofthe
workcell. However, with the recent adoption and addition ofthe Economatics pneumatic
training system (which is what I used for this project) to the Principles ofEngineering
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class, the ability to replicate this system is within the near future. The air circuit is made
up ofthe following components:
1 - 3 port/2 way push button actuated valve
1-3 port/2 way lever actuated valve
2-3 port/2 way solenoid actuated valves
2-5 port/2 way lever actuated valves
1-5 port/2 way solenoid actuated valve
4 - shuttle valves
1 - flow control valve
vacuum generator valve
double-acting De-Sta-Co air cylinder clamp (Plate Clamp)
single-acting Clippard air cylinder (Locator Clamp)
5/32 O.D. tubing
120 VAC powered air compressor with reservoir
Three computer programs control the sequence of events in the workcell. Figure 45
shows (from left to right) the flowcharted control programs for the CNCMill, Robot, and






system, just as the Robot Controller functions as the hub ofthe electrical I/O system. A
rectangular flowchart symbol represents a specific output action or output sequence. A
diamond-shaped flowchart symbol represents an input status check (also called a decision
statement). The
"hand-shaking"
process takes place between the Fischertechnik and
Robot control programs, as well as between the Robot and CNC control programs. The
color of specific diamond-shaped symbols in the CNC program flowchart (in this case
orange) will correspond with the color of specific rectangular shaped symbols in the
Robot program flowchart. This means that one of the CNC's inputs is looking for a
change in status that is controlled by one of the Robot's outputs. An example ofthis
occurs when the CNC remains in the load/unload location until the Robot has placed the
workpiece on the Fixture Plate, the Robot has moved to a safe location away from the
CNC, the workpiece has been located and clamped into position, and the Robot has sent
an "all
clear"
output signal to the CNC.
The setup process is performed first and includes the homing and zeroing ofthe Robot's
joints and CNC's X/Y/Z axes. It also includes the programming ofthe origin offsets for
the CNC's G&M code program, and switching all electrical interfaces to manual override
OFF/computer control ON. It should be noted that the vacuum generator air hose must be
disconnected before the Robot homing process is started, and reinstalled upon
completion. It should also be noted that the vacuum generator assembly should be
attached to only one of the two Robot pincers.
The sequencing ofthe programs during start-up is very important. The Robot program is
the first to begin. It commands the Robot to move from its present location to the
"home"
position. Then the Fischertechnik program is executed, followed by the CNC program.
The CNC table will move out ofthe Robot's work envelope and signal the Robot. The
Robot will turn the hopper light ON and the check ifraw material is available. Ifmaterial
is available, the Robot will signal the Fischertechnik Model. The FischertechnikModel
will move the shuttle toward the stack ofraw material, separate one plate from the stack,
deposit it at the pick-up location, and signal the Robot. The Robot will move to the plate,
turn the vacuum generator ON, and signal the CNC. The CNC will move to the
load/unload location and signal the Robot. The Robot will place the workpiece on the
Fixture Plate, turn the vacuum generator OFF, move to a safe location away from the
CNC, activate the Locator Clamp and push the workpiece up against the locator pins. The
Robot will then activate the Plate Clamp, deactivate the Locator Clamp, turn the vacuum
cleaner on, and send a signal to the CNC. The CNC will perform its milling operation,
move back to the load/unload location, and signal the Robot. The Robot will turn the
vacuum cleaner OFF, deactivate the Plate Clamp, move to the finished workpiece, turn
the vacuum generator ON, move the ornament to a safe location away from the CNC, and
send a signal to the CNC. The CNC table will move out ofthe Robot's work envelope
and signal the Robot. The Robot will move to the deposit location, turn the vacuum
generator OFF, move to the
"home"
position, and the process will repeat. A five minute




There were problems, which is to be expected. The majority ofthe major problems were
due to human error and lack ofexperience. Troubleshooting the final system always takes
longer than you expect. Softwares would lock up and work would be lost. Taps broke in
the worst places, and an occasional part would need to be recreated. These were minor
problems that served to add frustrationmore so than roadblocks. Understanding the
design process and realizing that frustration is a part of it did help. It is one ofthe
advantages ofbeing a teacher. Being a full-time high school teacher and having
responsibility over five classes (two CIMS, two POE, and one EDD) was the most
challenging aspect ofthe project. I was constantly falling behind in my grading
responsibilities, and would never have been able to do a project ofthis complexity ifI
had not taught all ofthe classes before. Sixteen to twenty-two hour days during the work
week became the norm. Sixteen to twenty-four hour weekend work sessions were also
standard. While I was working on this Capstone Project, I was concurrently working on
the design ofthe new 20,300 square foot skatepark for the Brockport community as part
ofmy EDD
students'
full year class project. It required a lot ofextracurricular
involvement that consumed some of the regularly allotted time that I had set aside for my
graduate project. Having to design parts that I knew could not be built with the resources
available at my high school and having to coordinate times after school with the Lab
Assistants in the Brinkman CNC Lab (which is 45 minutes away from Brockport) was
difficult. Telling my students that I could not stay after school to supervise their work on
their own class projects added guilt to stress. The development ofthe electrical interfaces
forced me to revisit my aging knowledge ofelectronics. The design of the open collector
interface circuit was difficult and required the assistance ofan Electrical Engineering
professor fromNew Hampshire Technical Institute (Mr. LynnDarnell). I had already
designed and built a Fischertechnik model when I realized the necessity ofdesigning with
only those parts that are outlined on the PLTW equipment list. I destroyed my first
prototype and developed the existing solution. Going back to the drawing board is never
fun, but the outcome was better the second time around.
In hindsight, I can see several things that I would change if the time were available. The
fixture plate needs to be redesigned to either an alternating six-location single-point
hexagonal over-head clamp arrangement, or a vacuum hold-down platform needs to be
designed. I've had little experience with either of these systems, but have lost sleep from
thinking about how they could be made to work. I would
eliminate the vacuum hose and
replace it with an air blower system. I would change the design ofthe power supply cord
to the Electro-Mechanically Isolated DC/AC Robot Relay Output Control Interface by
making it an integral and fixed part ofthe
device instead ofa removable unit (which is
currently a safety hazard). I would
also redesign the FischertechnikModel to make it a
truer version ofan automated storage and retrieval system as found in an FMS.
My clients gave me a challenge and stayed out ofmy
hair. They gave me the freedom to
take my ideas in the directions
that I saw fit. Unrestricted control over the capstone
project allowed me to focus on what I felt was most important. It allowed me to design
solutions that I knew were appropriate for the teachers and the students. I would, and
probably will work with them
again on the design of future projects. Having the software
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and equipment inmy classroom, and being able to create milling programs and actual
prototypes was convenient. Finding help with technical issues was not a problem given
the connections that I have established through the PLTW program and the RIT faculty.
My clients opened up their network oftechnical support to me, which was also very
useful.
Conclusion
Evaluating the results of the project is difficult. I looked at what I wanted to do, and
compared that to what I was able to achieve in a six month period. I weighed
(subjectively) the importance ofhaving a fully-functioning FMS work cell against the
importance ofhaving created new artifacts that allow for the safe operation and
communication between the three computer-controlled elements. I also looked at the
importance ofhaving developed an example work cell (albeit an imperfect one and not a
complete model ofan FMS) that gives the PLTW teacher and his/her students a point of
reference fromwhich their own ideas and designs can develop. I weighed the desire to
create lesson plans and homework assignments against the necessity ofdocumenting
(through CAD models/assemblies, graphics, schematics, flow charts, technical drawings,
bills ofmaterials, suppliers and price lists) and explaining the concepts, individual
components and machines that make up the workcell. There was no contest. I know I
made the right decisions.
I would recommend that my client add the components from the electrical interfaces
(Open Collector Output and Digital Input) to the official PLTW supplies list. I would also
recommend that the schematics, technical drawings, PC board layouts, Inventor part files,
digitized video, and appropriate sections of the PowerPoint presentation for these projects
be added to the CIMS section on the Resource CD that goes out to all PLTW schools at
the beginning ofthe school year.
One ofmy responsibilities as a Technology Education teacher is to stay on top ofthe
developments that are changing the world ofengineering, and to try to integrate these
changes into the classroom. The dramatic increase in these changes started becoming
evident with the proliferation ofthe personal computer (which I became aware ofduring
my undergraduate studies ten years ago)
and the rise ofthe information age (which has
taken place during my five year tenure as a public school teacher). The traditionalMaster
ofScience degree in Technology Education has not changed to reflect the current
technical state, and therefore no longer provides Technology teachers with the kind of
information that is reshaping the Technology curriculum on a national level. For
example, a Technology teacher who completes aMasters degree is no more prepared to
take on the responsibilities ofa Project Lead the Way teacher as would be a new
Technology teacher with only a Bachelors degree. This is why I selected the
Cross-
Disciplinary Professional Studies program at the Rochester Institute ofTechnology. For
the past five years, RIT has served as the National Training Institute for the fastest
growing pre-engineering program
in the nation. It has provided a golden opportunity for
Technology teachers across the nation to earn graduate credit while receiving training in
the most cutting-edge technologies. When combined with concentration classes from
RIT's College ofApplied Science and the College ofEngineering, the result has been a
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new standard for graduate instruction ofTechnology educators. Having remained a
full-
time teacher throughout my graduate studies has allowed me to implement the
information that I have learned, and watch my students move on to raise the standards in
our nation's four-year engineering university programs.
Given the nature of the Capstone Project, I would have to say that the Project Lead the
Way graduate classes have been the most valuable ofall of the classes I've taken.
However, looking back I realize that every course that I took throughmy graduate
program contributed to the development of this Capstone Project.
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